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Attempts to explain the Al=l/2 rule in K-^ 7C7C decays are 
di scussed. The standard ef -f ect i ve Hami 1 tonian approach to 
non—1 eptonic decays i s shortly revi ewed.Recent long di stance 
approaches, some o-f which give encouraging results,are 
described.lt is concluded that long distance approaches to the 
penguin diagram improves the understanding of the £1=1/2 
rul e. 
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1.Introduction 

In spite o-f the general succes of the standard model ,a 
satisfactory explanation of the well established £1=1/2 rule 
for K—>?C1C decays still seems to be lacking.Experimental ly , 
this rule can be expressed as 

^ HSo . ( 0 

The basic non—leptonic strangeness changing interacti on—which 
is diagra/natical ly shown in Fig. 1 »may at the free quark level 
be written as a product of two left-handed currents: 

where G(r is Fermi's coupling constant and O t the Cabibba 
angi e. 

is the left—handed quark current.Duri ng the 1ast decide, 
non-leptanic de-z^y^ has mostly been analysed CI,2,3] in ter.ns 
of an effective weak HamiEtonian consisting of local four quark 
operators multiplied with coefficients determined by the 
renormalizati on group equations (RGE). Eq.2 is the "bare" 
(i.e. free quark) version of this Hamiltonian W^/ 
Theoretical ly,the £I«l./2 rule states that the matrix elements 
of î t.fiila «^dominates over M^li^T*'Å,) . However,the bare basic 
interaction (2) involves fcJ=l/2 and AI=3/2 parts of comparable 
magnitude. Typical quark diagrams f ar K-i 7C7C are given in 
Fig.2.It is often convenient to use "pion reduction" (current 
algebra and soft pion limitJto relate the physical K—fr ftTC 
amplitudes and the off-shell fC*^ TC transiti on.These relations 
can be written in terms of two dimensiDnless quantities 
WAl^^andDfAI^/^parametrizing Al = l/2 and Al=3/2 
amplitudes respectively! 

A(K s ^it*7c-) A l a V z =- J i5^(<-<^'DfAl- 'A) , (3^ 



whe-e G S V ? G n r S l , , ^ , t * * © c .IL should be emphac i zed [i] that 
the K-**t transition must be proportional to the product of the 
(off-shell) K and It momenta. This property fallows from chiral 
Lagrangians [4,53 and within the socalled vacuum insertion 
appro>: i ma c i on, where 

JT^^^Tf , &***-&?* > at) 
•for the |\ * ^ 7C transition -Our task is then to calculate the 
ratio 

From the h&rs interacti on (2) one obtai ns r=5/4 i n the vacuum 
insert ion approxi mati on,whi1e the experimental value obtained 
•f r om , i) i s C 41 

Thi B big number has been a great challenge to theori st s.In 
J (774,perturbati ve &CD corrections? see Fig.3 > to the effective 
weat. £ S = 1 Ham i 1 tani an was per-farmed . The cal cul at i ons gave 
qualitatively an enhancement o-f £ 1 = 1 / 2 ampl itudes,but the 
result was numerically only a partia} sucessC11.Leter >Shifman, 
vainshtein and Zakharov <SVZ) E23 proposed that the socalled 
penguin diagram( see Fig.4 ) could explain the £1=1/2 
rule.This di agram corresponds to a pure £1 — 1/2 transi ti on and 
i ntroduces operators o-f "1 eft-ri ght" type (i.e. in vol v i ng 3 
product o-f a le-ft-handed and a right-handed current) in 
add i t i Dn to the pure "le-f t—lef t" operators occurring in the 
effective Hamiltanian o-f ref. 1. It was arguedT2] that even 1-f 
the Wilson coefficients of the new left-right operators ar-e 
small compared to those of the left-left operators, their 
matrix elements far K ™ * 1 C might be big enough to give a^ 
explanation of the £1=1/2 rule. This has recently been 
questioned by several authors.Moreover,to obtain a short 
di stance behavi our of the pengui n di agram,the charmed quark 
mass is formally considered to be big compared to the typical 
hadronic mass scale,which is also questionable.Certainly the 
penguin diagram generates a pure £ 1 = 1 / 2 interaction,but the 
question is how to handle it and haw important it is. 

In general,there seems to be a growing feeling among 
physi cist5 working in the field that the long distance aspects 
of K-*TClt decays ^re important lét—103 . To be more specif i c ,recent 
lattice c a l c u l a t i o n s C D considering socalled "eight 
graphs"<basically corresponding to left—left interactions of 
ref.1.)and "eye-graphs"(basicaliy corresponding to the penguin 
diagram) show a dominance of "eye-graphs",which indicates an 
explanation of the £1=1/2 rule.Dn the other hand,a recent 
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analysisC103 in terms o-f OCD sum rules and chiral 
Lagragrangi ans fails to explain the AI-1/2 rule.In section 
III. some recent long distance approaches are short1y 
reviewed. In some recent papers I have proposed that the 
penguin diagram should (mainly) be treated as a long distance 
effected, 7,83. That is,the dominating contribution to the 
penguin diagram is due to low loop momenta where confinement 
e-ffects are important. This low momentum approach to the peng i un 
diagram is presented in section I'v1. Discussion and conclusion 
are given in section V. 

II.The effective Hamiltonian approach. 
a)Perturtati ve DCD corrections. 

Formal 1y,non-leptonic A5=1 interactions can be described by 
the t i me ordered product o-f two weak current operators JL ; 

wheruj Dyy is the W-boson propagator. In the limit where the 
W-boson is consi dered as heavy,the weak Hami 1 tonian i densi ty) 
H w can be written as a short distance expansion CI,2,33 

H* = SZ lC j f /OQ;^ , (8) 
where £j i s gi ven below Eq.3(we restri et oureel ves to the 

four quark case because we don't consi der CP-vi ol ati ng 
effects)The Q» 's are four quark operators and the 
corresponding coe-f f icients £( * r e determined by F..GE. These 
depend on the renormalization point L L . The matrix elements or 
H ^ between hadronic states-i.e. the physical amplitudes-must 
of course be independent of/*- .The first calculation of the 
weak Hami1 tani an of the form <B> —taki ng i nto account GCD 
correcti ons to f irst order in the strong fi ne structure 
constant 0(- -was performed by Gail lard and LeeCla] and by-
Altar ell i and Maiam C lbH. Their W\»v involved two qua- l: 
operators Q * s 

4 ^ = 3 fC +Q ++C_Q_l , hO 

CU = Q A + Q B , (U) 

Q A - £ / L u . u^ Ls - (u -» t ) , he) 



Tne operator GUL corresponds to the free quark d_ agram i n 
Fig. 1 (see also FigV5a) ,whi le Qf} is induced by the DCD diagram 
in Fig.3 (see also Fig.5b). The explanation for this is easy 
when remembering that exchange of a gluon involves the colour 
matrix product 

where i,j,kTl are colour indices for the quarks,and Nc.--^ the 
number Df col ours.Using in addi tion the Fierz transformation 

it is easi1y seen that the first term on the right hand si de 
of (IO) gi ves the operator Q o • From a RGE—analysi s one obt»ins 
the coe-fficientst 1 3 

where b=il-2Np/3 (Npbeing the number of flavours)and the 
quanti ti es V^ are determi ned by the anoma1ous dimensions of the 
operators Q . For Jut Jfc 1 GeV and oLfM*)Q£ 1 one obtains 
numerical Iy 

while the bare values are Using the effective 
Hamiltonian in (9) ,ane obtains the K—*?£ transition amplitudes 
(see Eq.3) 

^"•VAI-%) - ^ c; z+ , («« 
where J&+ are factors to correct far the vacuum inserti on 

approximation described below Eq.3( The superscript LL 
indicates that the left-left structure Hamiltonian of Ref.1 is 
used) It is shownC113 that Z ± ^ l .Nore spesif ic, Z+are probably 
bigger than 1/2 .Experimental1y,to fit the AI-3/2 amplitude 
from (13b), Z+dtO.6 C43. This is also in agreement with a 
recent DCD sum rule calculation of the Al-3/2 ampi itudeE123. 
For the rati o defined in (4) one obtai ns from (13) 



Quali tati vely,thi s rati o goes in the ri ght di recti on compared 
to the bare result 5/4 -but is numerically still far below the 
experimental value in <6>. 

b) The Penguin diagram. 

It was noted in 1975 by Shifman,Vainetein and 
Zakharov(SVZ)121 that the socalled penguin diagram(see 
Fig.4)was of the same order of magnitude as the QCD corrected 
diagram(Fig.3) of ref.1-and that this diagram induced a pure 
A 1=1/2 interaction. Considering W as heavy,and using a Fierz 
transformation,the penguin diagram is drawn as in Fig.6. Due to 
the BIM- mechanismt133,the high loop momenta in the u- and 
c—quark loops wi 11 approximate!y cancel,and the result is in 
the lead i ng i ngari thi mi c approximati on (for fnc >̂ |fe, | i->*T7 * ) 
propartianal to 

I S where rL is the gluon momentum .The expressi on in brackets 
the result of the loop intergration.lt should be emphasised 
that the factor ft from the loop calculation is cancelled by 
the propagator factor I / fc* and thus the penguin di agrarr-
i nduces (—when onl y domi nant terms are kept-) a. 1 oca J 
i nteraction 

where 

c« - ^ MfP) ~'«•' • <** 
u~ is the renormalization point for quark and gluon 

momenta, i-e. |lt I*» M, . The smallness of C^j? reflects the 
GIM—mechani smC13]. (Strictly speaki ng,there Are two pengui n 
operators.But using colour symmetry?their effect can be 
described in terms of one operator and one coefficient?.One 
should note that the vector quark current at the lower vertex 
in the penguin diagram can be divided in a left- and a 
right—handed part ,whi 1 e the weak j n ter act i on i s pur el y 
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left-handed.Thus the penguin diagram can be divided in a 
left-left (LL) and a lef t-right (LR) pare.The LL part is small 
compared to the LL interaction in (9). The point of 3VZ was 
that Q p is of left-right type.And because of this new chiral 
structure, !+£** might have bigger matrix elements than the 
operators Q * of (9): 

This is due to the current quark masses in the denaminator by 
comb i ning a Fi erz trans-formation wi th PC AC : 

whe^e "lP is a quark field and <b a meson field. 

Depending on the values of M, it has been argued that the 
expression (17) has some chance to explain the &I = l/2 rule. 
However,as pointed out by Dupont and PhamCAD , the amplitude 
(17? does not satisfy the chiral constraint (3c).The solution 
to this problem was found by Donoghue and Ravel a et al.E143.By 
taking into account addi tional tadpole di agrams (see Fi g.8b) 
corresponding to social led anomalous commutator 
termsE3,14,15D,it was shown that the right hand side of (17) 
has to be multiplied by an extra factor IL'fL, //\*" ,wher= 
A *v 1 GeV. Thus the chiral constraint (3c) fis restored,but A * 
is now suppressed by a mass factor AT ,and according to the 
corrected versionE143 of (17), the pengui n di agram seems to be 
unable to explain the £1=1/2 ruleC14a,163. It should how=ver 
be emphasized that it is the standard short distance approach 
of the penguin diagramC23 combined with the use of (1S> which 
ceases to explain the &I = l/2 rule. The value of C^P i £ 

somewhat uncertain(for a further discussion,see subsection c) 
below).In a rather phenomenalogical approach one could 
therefore take '̂i.fC a s a -free parameter E2b,3,173. 
However,fitting C/p to explain the &1 = 1/2 rule,one may come 
in conflict with the upper limit of the process J^.—*v2 E183. 
This process depends on the penguin diagram(-where a photon can 
be emitted from one of the external legs of Fig.4-)but not on 
the ordinary left-left interactions (-i-e. the diagrams in 
Fig-1 and 3) 

c) M.- (in-)dependence. 

Weak non-leptonic processes &re given by matrix eleements o-f 
the weak Hamilton!an Hw between hadranic states IK> and lh?>: 

- B -
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<Qc> = <U.'| Q-Jr-> l k > . ( l ib) 

Our problem is now that the calculation of the matrix 
elements ^ Q f > is a non-perturbative question. Even if 
lattice calculations seem to be promisingC93,one should at the 
moment sti 11 consider various model dependent calculations o-f 
the matri x elements.Such calculati ons have extensi vely been 
given in the litterature,for instance in terms a* the vacuum 
insertion approximation C2 t3,173,the bag modelC3,17,193,the 
harmonic oscillator model C17,203,and tha skyrme 
modelC213-Bounds on matrix elements from QCD sum rules have 
been given in Refs.11 and 15. Performing model dependent 
calculati ons of the mat r i y, el ements we encounter a prabl em: The 
renormal izat i on seal e M- is not a parameter i n the» model 
dependent calculations. Thus the yu. - dependence of the ^ Q f ^ 's 
are lost,and performing practical calculations,ane has to argue 
for a "reasonable" choice of the value of /** to be used in the 
caeff icients d .One may of course argue that A*- is Df the Kane 
order of magni tude as some typi cal mass parameter in the 
model . However ,the model resul t of ̂ Q ^ need not coi nei de wi th 
the true val Lie for any u, . Thi e kind o-f arbi tra^yness is of 
course unsati^factory.These problems have been discussed by 
Buras and SlominsfciL223. 

The ambiguity due to the "choice of /*• " iE numeri cal 1y n^t a 
problf.-m for the leading log corrections *w Ju^lr^ (jt J of Ref . 1. 
However , the lead i ng 1 og expression CI 6c > for C.|jR i s -for Wl^Hi 
1.4 GeV and ytt*** 1 GeV very sensitive for the specific value 
used for M . Moreover, f or such values of W t and in. » A*II*\*"/M*) 1 S 

hardly any leading log. It should be noted,that the expression 
for C L » i n Ci6c> is only valid in the leading log 
approximation. Ue.ing the exact expression for the penguin loop 
calculation,the <nai ve) value obtained for C L U * B nonzero fo*-
/A ~ W » c £18,233. It should be emphasized that when/if a model 
dependent calculation scheme for hadronic matrix elements is 
chosen, the choice of M. must be consistent with that model. 
(That is,if it is reasonable that a model calculation of a 
matrix element corresponds to A*. OS A Q L £ » s a Y i i t i s inconsistent 
to use M. =1 GeV in the Cj 's)This means that for the diagrams 
in Figs.3 and 4, contributions from law laop momenta p</*> must 
be regarded as part of the wave function and/or the quark 
propagators and vertices must be modified due to confinement 
for loop momenta P<M- -Only in this way we can count all 
contributions and avoid double countingCB].Such low momentum 
IOHD contributions wi11 be considered in sectionIV. 
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III.Recent approaches to K—*1l % • 

a) Lattice calculations. 

As emphasized previously,the calculation of the matrix elements 
of the weal operators is a non~pe"tarbative question, and one 
may hope to calculate these by means of lattice gauge 
theoryC243. Recent lattice calculations o* weak operators by 
Bernard et.al.E91 seem to be promising.These authors use pion 
reduction and consider the matrix element of the operators u}+ 
between tC and K states.(There is at present a controversy 
€25,263 wether also the K"+ vacuum transition amplitude plays 
a role)Then these states are replaced by their quark field 
content <-i «e. |1t">»l!lV «t|0> ),and the authors consider GreeTs 
functions 1 i ke 

<o\ d(*^rk(z) Q̂ x") ity&styl 0> j Uo) 

on the lattice. Wick contractions lead to the socalled 
"eight-graph"(Fig.Ba> and "eye-graph"(Fig.Bb).It should be 
noted that the u—quark(c-quark) loop in Fig.Bt is not a pure 
GCD-lacp because of the weak i nteraction at pai nt x ^^nd this 
loop should therefore no_t be removed in the socal? ed quenched 
approxi mati on used in lattice QCD. Basi cal Iy Fig.Sa corresponds 
to ampi i tudes obtai ned from the left-left inter&cti ors 
considered in Ref.1 (see the diagrams in Fig.l and 3)while the 
"eye-graph" corresponds basically to the penguin diagram (see 
F i g . fc) . The calculati ons use an ul travi ol et cut-off Tt/o. Ci 3 
GeV, where <L is- the lattice spacing.For further detai i s set 
Ref.9. It is found that the "eye-gra phs" dominates 
significantl y ,and the ratio in Eq. A is found to be />* 2 'J. 
However,the^e calculations are still in an early stage. 

b) QCD sum rules 

Recently,Guberina,Rich and de Rafael has calculated 
ampi i tudes usi ng QCD sum rulest 10,12,271•These authors consi der 
the effective Hamiltonian in Eq.B and its caunterpart within 
chiral Lagragrangi an theoryr4,51 

where &•+ and «K represent the £1 = 1/2 and the &I=3/2 
part of the intsraction respectively.The dC 's in (21a) are 
written in terms of the chiral fields,for instance 

- 10 -
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J?**~Tr[)tyfru\ ; V-**r\i£f] t (aft) 
where A and 7C ja=l,..B;are the SU(3) -flavour matrices 
rid octec mesons resp 

li mit).The authors study 
and octec mesons respectively( JV" fu m $ * n * h e SU(3> 

authors study the two point fuctions 

< 0 I T \ \fSto HjJVo) } | 0 > , (22a) 

<o|T{<C ( % cC°V>}!o> , ( a « 

where R refers to a pa»-t of 

Ww orX(As-n corresponding 
to a given representation of SU(3> flavour. (22a) contains 
quark and gluon condensates,and the imaginary part of (22b) 
involves 

21 l<oi^ { * ) ir>| 

where the sum runs over mesonic intermedi ate states 
I •Mt^K'XTlj»-. By means of finite energy sum rules one may make 
contact between the functions in (22),and the couplings g(A£"t&) 
and q(£X*^£)in (21a) can be determined.While the obtained value 
for ^f*r»%.} is in good agreement with experimentr.123 ,the 
obtained value far 6(&Xa tø.") is an order of magnitude too 
smallClOl. That is ,the method fails to explain the Al=l/2 
rule.One may possibly find this surprising because the applied 
method is rather close to a "first principle calculation". The 
same method gave the value 0.33 for the B—parameter in «*-!?* 
r.iixingE27J. A slightly different method is used for 
K^-K* mixing by DeckerC2B1,who considers a three point function 
involving H£j a n c ' t w o axial currents with the flavour content 
of the two involved mesons.The obtained value for the 
B-parameter isft0.55. 

c) Instanton effects 

Konis.ti and RanfoneC293 have pointed out that instanton effects 
induce new AS=1 operators(see Fig.10) not included by the 
authors of Refs.l and 2.As a typical example,consider 
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Q i ^ T f o s A ^ * * ^ * * ^ ' - - - - } («ft 
Note that this is <-iike the penguin operators) an operator 

of left-right type.In a modified RGE treatment it is found that 
'Cfcnt.l£.|Ct*l-That is,(23)is at least as important as the penguin 
left-right part of the effective Hamiltonian in Eq.16. ( Cx*«fc. 
include» the effect instanton size 0<^//fc f while contributions 
due to £ > lA*. is regarded to be part of the matrix element).As 
we have seen in section IIb Tthis is probably not enogh to 
explain the A 1=1/2 rule-but to draw a conclusion ane has to 
wait for a further study of this mechanism < Including 
0> \/**. effects) . Anyway,instanton effects migth at least provide 
a part of the observed £1—1/2 enhancement. 

d) 1/N expansion 

An analysis of K~"*7tJC decays by means of the 1/N e>* mansion 
has recently been performed by Buras and GerardC303. The 
analysis can be visualized by quark diagrams related to the 
vacuum insertion approximati on-The method makes use of 
rel ati ons like 

4 0 | a i / L s j | K : > « ^ * i j < 0 | K ^ L J s l K > , fe4) 

and the colour matrix relation <10).Keeping only the leading 
order in 1/N ,it is found that the theoretical value of the 
ratio r in Eq-4 is improved. <fln improvement of theoretical 
estimates of charmed decav processes is also obtained[313). 
Depending on the values of Cjjp a theoretical value for r of 
ordir 20 is obtained.In the real world we know that the number 
of colours is 3,which is not a very big number,and the 1/N 
expansion method applied to non-leptonic decays has recently 
been questioned by other authorsC323. However,in a very recent 
paperE333,the authors ofRefs.30,31 maintain their original 
conclusion. 

e)Other approaches to 

Same other approaches to K-*KK dec ays^whi ch 1 wi11 not talk 
about in detail > also exists in the litterature.Ph^m and 
SutherlandC343 argues that intermediate D-meson statPa in the 
K — b i t transition may explain the Al=l/2 rule.'Salic has given 
a "microscopic framework" involving non-local meson-quari. 
verticesC353.Approaches in terms of Regge poles and dispersion 
relations have also been givenC36,37J. 
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IV.Low momentum penguin contributions. 

a)A new philosophy 

In this section I will still consider the penguin diagram as 
the possible explanation of the £1=1/2 rule.But it will be 
assumed that the penguin diagram is not short distance 
dominated. In other words, fn(l*U /»*} *5 not a leading log 
» £|.ft l s t D D s m ^ H at the scale u, *» 1 GeV, and the quarks in 
the penguin loop -feels confinement -For loop momenta below some 
scale *\i$ W^ .bie make the -following idealizations The loop 
momentum region is divided in a "high momentum"<HMR) and a "low 
momentum" <I_MR> region at a scale A * * 4£*C\/ *& **c . In the HMR 
ordinary perturbative OCD is valid,while in the LtIR confinement 
effects has to taken into account in some way.For the c—quark 
loop, M t acts essentially as an effective infrared 
cut-off<-just as the W—mass acts as an ultraviolet cut—Dff). 
Thus the c—quark 1oop belongs entirely to the HMR,while the 
u-quark loop gets contributions from both regions.In the 
HMR,the u— and c- quark loops approxi mately cancel,vizualized 
in the leading log approximation: 

C t R -A»(M-*/A*')-Xw(/>C/««t
l)-^*V?/Aa). US) 

As pointed out previously,this is a dubious expression, but 
we assume that Qtft is small at k s A -Thus we are mainly 
left whith u-quark contributions for loop momenta below 

/ \ « In this regi on(LMR) we have to use a model whi ch can 
take into account such law loop momenta.In some recent 
papersC6,7,B3 appli cations of the phi 1osophy described above 
Are performed in terms of the MIT—bag modelC3S3 and a chiral 
model with a mixed quark-meson phaseC391«This will be described 
in the next subsections. 

b>The "bagged penguin" 

The philosophy described in the preceding subsection was used 
in Ref.6 by applying the MIT-bag model in the LMR. This was 
done by replacing the free quark propagators by confined 
propagators written in terms of MIT—bag wave functions: 

Six,)) =-tH fa*o.*tø>o^ty-^-^So^^} t (2fe) 

where the sum runs over different modes N,and the superscript 
C means charge conjugation for the anti-quark modes.The 
amplitude for the penguin diagram(Fig.6) may then be written 
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Ap-* s S f^ClJfA^ J^*;^«OTT^A^;*) , (2?) 
* , 

TT^t s a vacuum polarization like tensor: 

a left—handed coloured current far the s->d 
transition,and A ^ l \ ) is the colour Rlectric potential which can 
be deduced from the coloured quark currentC38,40J- «$Vx»«0 is a 
sum over quark modes.Thus 11 J/"6t|̂  is a double sum over bag 
model quark modes for the left and right part of the quark loop 
in Fig.6. To obtain the contribution from the LMR,this double 
sum should run over modes corresponding to energy-momenta below 
A .For A a f ^ t > one has to include (N,N*) and 
<N',N) = <1S,1P> , <15,2P>and<2S,lP> withj=l/2 and 3/2 for the 
P—states(Note that one needs one S- and one P-quark to get a 
contribution.Thus the quark-antiquark pair in the loop has 
positive parity).It is found that the low momentum 
contributions calculated from (27) are in fact more important 
than tĥ r standard short distance contribution given by 
CtR - Even if (27) represents a long distance effect, the result 
can be parametrized in terms of an effective penguin 
coefficient for the K~*7T transition 

It should be noted that according to our phi 1osophy T iow 
momentum contributions to the 1aop diagram in Fig.3 should also 
be calculated.Such effects may be parametrized as modifications 
of the coefficients C+ °* Ref. I (probably of order 10"/). While 
these (—and more general the C{ *s Df Eq.B-) sre process 
independent, the low momentum loop contributions are in general 
process dependent. For instance, CpfBoj^ is smaller for the 
weak baryonic transition Sir*a* t D D e used in the process 
jfL—»v2 Tmainly due to bigger bag radii for the baryons. Thus 
an increase of the (low momentum) penguin effect in the case of 
K™*Wtt does not violate the upper limit of the process 

_CL-»*1Z C1B1. 
The result in (29) is of course welcome.However,in bag model 

calculations one cannot control the chiral constraint in Eq.3c 
because the bag model is static(-i.e. the three momenta of the 
mesons &re zero)-Moreover,the bag model has trouble with chiral 
invariance,and one may wonder if the amplitude obtained from 
(27) should- as in the case of Eq.17- be modifiedC14U and 
suppressed by some mats factor. To answer this question,one 
needs a model with chiral invariance ,and which can account for 
the momentum dependence Df the amplitude (see (3c)). 
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Moreover,the model should include quarks in order to have a 
penguin diagram.Calculations within such a modelt391 will be 
considered in the next subsection. 

b> The "chiral penguir." 

Georgi and ManoharC393 have introduced an effective chiral 
field theory which -fits nicely into the philosophy of 
subsection a).This model has three phases. The chiral symmetry 
breaking scale f\% *s assumed to be separated from the 
confinement scale/v<$c^ -More explicitely tone uses A ^ *£ 1 GeV. 
Above the scale A ^ (-i.e. in the HMR3 we have the standard 
perturbative DCD phase with gluons and current quarks.For loop 
momenta below AJJ down to*-A$t> there is a mixed phase with 
gluons,constituent quarks and Gol dstone octet mesons (XjK/*!' . 
Below the scale ** A ^ p gluons and quarks Are integrated ovt, 
and we are left with chiral interactions among mesons of the 
well known form 

cC ~ Tr \ ̂  if 3* O] (3D) 
with U given Eq.21b.In the mi>. ed phase ,there are CCT 

interactions and chiral interactions o-f the forn C3CK . In 
addition thrrs are meson quark interactions **• i^/f) P'X 2?£" * 
where p is the meson momentum. In the tri sed phase, the "iotaI 
ax i al vector current ie 

where 1p is the SLK3) flavour triplet field and Q* is tne 
axial vector coupling at quark level.The first term in (31J 
gi ve ri se to a quark 1oop contribution to X_ ;at one loop 
level as a quark-antiquark loop for ?E~^ dil «—>V\f " . Such a 1 OGp 
diagram needs a counterterm to keep the physical X atp s l*V?" -
The missed phase effective theory is non—renormalizable,but An 
is regarded as a physical ultraviolet cut—off for the 
theory(Loop diagrams wi11 typical1y generate . new higher 
dimensional operators suppressed by powers of A * ).The model 
contains a direct K — $ Jc transition from Eq.21 (-this term 
corresponds to the vacuum insertion approximation ,Eq. 13 with 
£4=1),and l̂ -̂ TC transitions through quark loops. 

Using the t/.iark meson coupling described above,the low loop 
momentum penguin diagram corresponding to a K « * t transition is 
represented by the "chiral penguin" diagram in Fig.11. The 
effective Hamilton i an of Ref. 1 renormalized at M.» A * is acting 
at point x (at the upper vertex of the diagram).For 
simplicity,we neglect penguin left-right operators <i .e. Ci.fc^0*; 

at M ^ A x " ̂ n e "chiral penguin" diagram in Fi g. 11 may look 
nasty,but handeled with care,it is possible to extract the 
dominating parts.In the following some details from the 
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calculation will be given* The s —> dS loop is proportionai to 
a coloured current -for s«* d 

[a^Lt*s]F p(k a) tff^-iAVii2! , (32) 

fc being the gluon(G) momentum. The -factor fe is cancelled by 
the gluon propagator (fc1)"' (Because of the tensor [V"*—k**!t*/k*3 in 
(32)» the gauge dependent part of the gluon propagator drops 
out,and the result is gauge invariant with respect to QCD). The 
loop -factor ̂ ( k ) has the dominant behavior fJ&*fA*' )• Using 
(32) we are essentially left with a two loop calculation over a 
quark momentum (pJ and the gluon momentum(k). The term **$l*° in 
(32) gives the local four»quark penguin operators within the 
standard approachC2,3]. The term A. fc» R 1 ? gives non—1 Deal 
penguin operators which cannot be neglected when the quarks are 
far off-shel1,which is the case when the one loop result (32> 
is inserted in a higher loop diagramC7?B,4iD.For the "local 
part"**#^* one may use a Fierz transformation to obtain an 
expression which is essentially the product of two one-loop 
expressions. For the non-local contribution,which turn out to 
be -1/4 of the "local",the calculation is,however,more 
cumbersome.The gluon vector current at the lower vertex (point 
z in Fig.11) can be divided into a left(L) and a 
right(R)-handed part,while the upper vertex(point x) is pure 
1 eft handed.Thus the ampi i tude due to the "chiral penguin" 
diagram can,as described below (16),be divided into LL and LR 
parts.It is then found that the LR "local" part is suppressed 
by at least A-,"" compared to the LL "local "part,and is 
numerically unimportant«Doing the integral over the quark 
momentum(p) f irst,the result is A* AulAy ) and then the 
integration jd̂ fe over gluon momentum Ik) gi ves a factor 
<vA 1 . Further detai 1 s are gi ven i n Ref . 8. 

Collecting factors,the formally dominating behaviour of the 
"chiral penguin diagram ist7,S3 

In (33a), the first -factor is due the product o-f K S it and 
H" dl U. vertices. The two other factors are due to the loop 
integration as described above.Soing from(33a> to <33b),the 
relati on 

(33a) 

(33L) 
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\ - ¥ « £ (3H) 
is used. It is shown in Ref.39 that this relation has to be 

valid in order to get meaning-ful loop calculations in the mixed 
phase. The result (33) is formally highly divergent if the 
cut-off A * increases.One reason for this is that the result 
(32) for the $<-4d£i one loop is proportional to \C*~ which is 
later to be integrated over.Also in other contents the penguin 
diagram may give bigger results than naively expected when 
inserted in higher loopsC413. 

It should be noted that (33) satisfies the chiral constraint 
in Eq <3c) „ The result of the "chiral penguin" can be wri tten i n 
terms of an ampi i tude D as in Eq.3 : 

where C j ^re the coefficients in (9a) and (12) for K "= A ^ , 
and the -factor F Of 8 contains the result of the loop 
calculation. ft good analytical approximation for F is 

where m is the constituent quark mass(-that i s, A * | "*• — 3 >. We 
observe that the formally non-leading terms in (34),which are 
obtained from a detailed analysisTB^of the loop diagram in 
Fig.11 ,are numerically important.From(35) and (13)we obtain the 
fallowing ratio between Al-1/2 and Al=3/2 amplitudes 

which includes the old result (14) due to the effective 
Hamiltonian in Eq.9. 

Now,a problem is that we don't know the numerical values for 
otf and JQ. below A n - It should be emphasized that &ij in the 
Eqs.33,35^37 is not the ©Cj of ordinary QCD. The quark-gluon 
coupling in the mixed phase will in fact also (-in addition to 
quark—gluon interactions-) be renormalized by meson—quark 
interactions,as indicated in Fig.12. It seems that the 
perturbative quark gluon coupling in the mixed phase will 
decrease with decreasing loop momentum-opposite to ordinary 



OCD. It is -fundamentally nothing wrong with this because strong 
interactions due to so-ft gluons are thought to be mimicked by 
the chiral interactions in (30). In Ref .39, otg Of 0.3 and 9^G* 
0.75 are used to -fit the observed bar yon mass spl i ttings and 
the -3*ia2 vector coupling at baryon level respecti vel y. We will 
however argue that these are the values to be used at very low 
moments ( *** A<U& a n c*/or *v W ^ ),while the values to be used just 
below A * are higher.The momentum dependence of of* and 3 A * D~ 
momenta between *v- A A £ £ and Aj* should in principle be 
calculable in a coupled RGE calculation.However, this is a 
somewhat cumbersome task to be postponed to future work. In 
our case the 1oop integrals are dominated by momenta just below 
A*»and it seems to be reasonable to use effective values 

OL fir 0.5 to 0.7 and 3 A ~ ^'^ * D r o u r m * x e c * phase calculations. 
Using in addition 2Lat 0.6 to 0.6,we will typically obtain 

V ~ 10 to 3.0 f 3 ?) 

whi ch i s roughly hal f the needed enhancement.To obtai n the 
experimental value rjf 31 ,one has to put øt4^q, Qt 1 andH^SrO.5, 
which is probably unrealistic.But still the result is 
encouraging and points towards a better understanding of the 
Al=i/2 rule. 

v.Conclusion and di scussion. 

I have given a short presentation of the standard short 
distance approach [1,2,33 to non-leptonic decays and tried to 
explain why it does not provide a satisfactory explaination of 
the AI = l/2 rule in K-*7t1t decays.Further, I have described and 
advocated some long distance approaches to the £1=1/2 
problem.Especially,I have considered the low loop momentum 
penguin appraach£6,7,SJ which seem to give promising results. 
I will give some comments on this approach below: 

i) In the "chiral penguin" approach the enhancement of the 
£1=1/2 amplitude is obtained in terms of the chiral symmetry 
breaking scale A* ,which I find nice and interesting. 

ii)The low momentum penguin approach (-both "bagged" and 
"chiral"-) make no use of the left-right(LR) penguin poerators 
of SV7C23. This is done for simplicity and because their 
coefficients are probably small-However,as pointed out in 
previous papersC18,231, C L R * S n°t zero even atM, ~wi t. That 
is,the GIM-cancellation is only effective in the leading log 
approximation(16c).In a very recent paperC33J it is annouced 
that a careful treatment shows that C ^ is roughly twice as 
big as given in previous papersT2,33.This is due to incomplete 
GIM-cancellation for loop momenta above »t«wtt - This effect could 
increase the effect of the penguin diagram somewhat more than 
found in (37). 

i i i)The original idea C2] was that the new LR operators induced 
by the penguin diagram was responsible for the £1=1/2 rule. 
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Later it was found that the amplitude due to penguin operators 
were suppressed compared to the original expression (17),due to 
chiral symmetryC4,143•As pointed out above(-see section 
IVc),left-right contributions from the "chiral penguin" diagram 
are also suppressed(-and negligible)*The amplitude in (37) is 
completely due to the left-left part of the "chiral penguin" 
diagram.As was done in the "bagged penguin" approach, the 
result (37> could be parametrized in terms of an "effective 
chirål penguin coefficient" to be compared to Cjj* • But this is 
rather unnatural when the "chi ral pengui n" LR ampi i tude turns 
out to be unimportant. 

iv)It should be emphasized that even if the result (37) is 
encouraging, all effects to a given order in oC* ^nd 4 A has 
not been considered.However,as pointed out in the previous 
section,when the penguin(one—) loop diaram is embedded in a 
higher loop diagram,one often gets an enhancement.Therefore 
other effects to the same order are not expected to be as 
important as the result (37).Such effects are for instance loop 
effects to correct for the vacuum insertion approximation,which 
in this paper is taken care of by means of the phenomenological 
constants £.+. -

v) Instead of relying on soft-pion limits and pion 
reduction—one should rather consider the K-^TCTC amplitude 
directly,which is possible within the model of Ref.39- Before 
having calculated all loop effects to a given order,one cannot 
draw a final conclusion concerning K*"* M l amplitudes within the 
mixed phase modelC39D.However, there are at least two problems 
to face in performing such a program.First,recent 1 Dop 
calculations IA23 within ordinary chiral theory give large 
corrections.This may signalize a breakdown Df chiral 
perturbati ve theory.But the situati on could be di fferent with 
the theory including a cut-off and a mixed phase(-which implies 
additional diagrams including quark lonps)Second,performing a 
systemati c anal ysi s of the weak Ham i 1 ton i an i n the di-f-fer&nt 
phases,one may have trouble with the matching conditions of the 
weak operators at the phase transition scales Append A^ -

vi)It has often been claimed that if the penguin diagram is 
responsi ble for the A 1 = 1/2 rule,then the theoretical value 
obtained within the standard model for the CF-v i dating 
quantity £'/£, might be too big compared to the experimental 
value. However,sticking to the philosophy of section IV, the 
explanation of £* and the A1=1/2 rule are now decoupled 
because the CP-violating penguin contributions iw(m*/m *•) s t i * 1 
belongs to the perturbative QCD regime. 

viDLattice calculations seems to indicate that confinement and 
chiral symmetry breaking takes place at roughly the same 
temperature,which should indicate that/\^p and Aft a r e °* the 
same order of magnitude. To assume a chiral symmetry breaking 
scale Ajf^fi GeV may therefore seem radical -However, a recent 
analysis ofK"*3ftand K-*3lC decays indicate that there is an 
intrisic scale«w1 GeV in the data of these processest443. 
Anyway,the model of Ref.39 may therefore still have 
phenomenolDgical interest. 
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vi i i)I have not considered to what extent the long distance 
approaches presented above are equi val ent or not. But some o-f 
them are obviously based on similar ideas.For instance the 
lattice approaches1:),where the u<or c)-quark loop is bathing in 
a gluon field, and the low momentum penguin approachC6,7,8] 
seem to be qualitatively cl ose.Moreover,the inclusion of 
additional mesonic low momentum effects in the penguin 
coefficient G^£ made in Ref.33 seems to be based on similar 
i deas—whether one sti eks to the 1/N —ex pansi on me thod C 30,313 or 
not. 

To conclude,even if it is to early to claim that the A 1 = 1/2 
rule is now understood theoretically,some recent calculations 
show encouraging results.These indicate that a better 
understanding of the Al=l/2 rule might be obtainea in terms af 
long distance effects.Especially,the penguin diagram seems to 
be enhanced by low loop momenta.Thus the original proposal 121 
that the penguin diagram is responsible for the Al=l/2 rule 
sti 11 seems to be relevant—but now in the long distance 
regime.Anyway,more work has sti 11 to be done on this 
longstanding problem. 

* * * 

It is a pleasure to thank the organisers for warm hospitality 
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Figure captions. 

Fig.l :The basic non-leptonic interaction at quark Isvej. 

Fig.2 :Typical quark diagrams for K * ^ TtTC (gluon inter
actions are not shown> s a)The quark decay mechanism 
thought to be dominant, b)The exchange mechanism. 
c?The annihilation mechanism.( b) and c> are related 
through a Fierz transformation) 

Fig.3 :DCD corrections of order o*t to the "bare" inter— 
action in Fig.1 . 

Fig.A ;The "penguin" di agram. 

Fi g. 5 : Diagramati c representations of the operators Q * 
and 6?^(—for W considered as "heavy") 

Fig.6 :Fie»~z-transfo^med version of the penguin diagram 
(-for W considered as "heavy") 

Fig.7 :Diagrammatic representation of the penguin diagram 
i nduced 1 ef t—ri ght operator Q p -

Fig. 8 :Guarfc diagrams for K** 7C due to G}"p * 

Fig. 9 :Diagrams considered in the lattice approach of S'ef. 9 
a) The "eight-graph". b)The "eye-graph". 

Fig.10 :Diagram far the instantan induced operator H^o -The 
shaded region represents the instanton,which may 
flip the quark he-licities. 

Fig.11 :The "chiral penguin" diagram. 

Fig.12 :Loop correction to the quark-gluon coupling in the 
mixed phase.The dashed line represents octet mesons. 
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